Electrical stimulation-induced SSSEP as an objective index to evaluate the difference of tactile acuity between the left and right hand.
The objective of this study is to propose an objective index to evaluate the difference of tactile acuity between the left and right hand based on steady-state somatosensory evoked potential (SSSEP). Two kinds of tactile sensations (vibration and pressure) with three levels of intensities (low/medium/high) were evoked on two finger areas of the left or right hand (thumb and index for healthy hands, thumb and index-projected areas for disabled hands) via transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS). Three forearm amputees and thirteen ablebodied subjects were recruited to discriminate the specific level and area of the applied stimulation. EEG was adopted to simultaneously record the somatosensory cortex response to TENS. We assessed the discrimination performance [discrimination accuracy rate (AR) and response time (RT)] to quantify the tactile acuity, while the evoked SSSEP was synchronously analyzed. Linear regression analyses were performed between the difference of SSSEP amplitudes and the difference of discrimination performance for the left and right hand stimulation. Frequency domain analysis revealed that SSSEP amplitude increased with the increase of the stimulation intensity. There were positive correlations between the difference of SSSEP amplitudes and the difference of ARs for the left and right hand stimulation in the sensations of vibration (R2 = 0:6389 for able-bodied subjects, R2 = 0:5328 for amputees) and pressure (R2 = 0:6102 for able-bodied subjects, R2 = 0:5452 for amputees), respectively. Significance The SSSEP amplitude could be used as an objective index to evaluate the difference of the tactile acuity between the left and right hand and has the potential to be applied in sensory rehabilitation for amputees or stroke patients.